Introduction
Hafnium silicates (HfSiO x ) are considered as one of the most promising highly dielectric materials to replace SiO 2 in complementary metal-oxide semiconductor technology [1] . This can be ascribed to their good thermal and chemical stabilities on Si wafer, their wide optical bandgap (5.7 eV), and their high refractive index [1] [2] [3] . Moreover, due to their lower phonon frequencies compared to SiO 2 , these HfSiO x matrices are expected to be suitable hosts for efficient activation of rare-earth (RE) optical emission. Finally, because of the large bandgap of HfSiO x , which makes it transparent in the UV to IR range, this material is a promising host matrix for optical applications. RE ions are frequently used for light-emitting devices due to the variety of electronic levels allowing us to tune optical emission in the UV to IR range [4, 5] . Nevertheless, only a few studies have been performed on RE-doped HfSiO x , with particular attention on Er 3+ -doped films [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The structural properties of these materials at the nanoscale level were investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [7, 9] , which enabled us to reveal a phase separation between an amorphous SiO 2 and a tetragonal HfO 2 phase caused by high annealing temperature. Pure HfO 2 can exist in four crystalline phases, as presented in figure 1 , depending on the conditions (temperature, pressure, etc). The most stable phase formed at normal conditions (ambient pressure and temperature lower than 1700°C) is the monoclinic one (m-HfO 2 P2 1 /c, figure 1(a) ), whereas the tetragonal (t-HfO 2 P4 2 /nmc, figure 1(b)) and cubic (c-HfO 2 m m F 3 , figure 1(c)) phases of pure HfO 2 appear at high temperatures [12, 13] . However, the orthorhombic phase (o-HfO 2 Pca2 1 , figure 1(d)) has also been observed at room temperature in Si, Al, and Gd-doped HfO 2 [14] . As can be seen from figure 1, similarity exists between the different phases. Moreover, metastable tetragonal or cubic phases can also be stabilized at room temperature by doping the HfO 2 matrix with RE atoms, as recently demonstrated for Ce-doped HfO 2 nanoparticles [10] and Ladoped HfO 2 films [11] . The tetragonal HfO 2 phase was also confirmed by XRD in the Er 3+ -doped SiO 2 -HfO 2 waveguide [8] . It was proposed that the introduction of RE 3+ ions both in HfO 2 and HfSiO x changes the coordination number of Hf 4+ cations, which can be substituted by RE 3+ ions in the lattice with a formation of vacancies in the oxygen sublattice [10, 15, 16] .
Recently, the luminescence of Pr 3+ ions in the visible spectral range was observed in the Pr-doped HfSiO x layer produced by magnetron sputtering [17] . A maximum of luminescence intensity was obtained for a 1000°C annealing, and the signal was attributed to an efficient excitation by oxygen vacancies located in the HfO 2 phase. The structural properties were investigated by FTIR, XRD, and TEM, showing the phase separation between the HfO 2 and SiO 2 phases after such a high annealing temperature as well as the crystalline nature of the HfO 2 phase similar to that in Er 3+ -doped HfSiO x films [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, the knowledge of an accurate atomic structure of the hosting material, particularly the local environment of Pr 3+ ions, can be important to improve and optimize Prbased photonic devices. In this paper, we investigate the effects at the atomic scale of annealing temperature on the structure of Pr-doped HfSiO x thin films produced by magnetron sputtering, using atom probe tomography (APT) and TEM.
Experimental section
2.1. Sample preparation Pr 3+ -doped HfSiO x was deposited on top of (100) 250 μm thick 2″ Si wafers by radio-frequency magnetron cosputtering of a pure 4″ HfO 2 target (99.9% Testbourn Ltd.) topped by calibrated 1 cm 2 Si and Pr 6 O 11 chips. Prior to the deposition run, the deposition chamber was maintained at a vacuum of 10 −7 torr; during the run, the plasma pressure was fixed at 1.5 mTorr. Note that due to the geometry of the chamber, the substrate holder was not rotating. Before deposition, the substrates were subjected to standard RCA cleaning, dipped in a diluted 10% HF solution, dried in N 2 , and then transferred to the deposition chamber. The films were fabricated with a radiofrequency power density of 0.98 W cm −2 in a pure Ar plasma, and a substrate temperature of 25°C. The optimized deposition conditions were determined on the basis of previous works done on similar Er-doped systems [6, 18] . Finally, an annealing treatment was performed under a N 2 flow at temperatures varying from 800°C up to 1050°C for 1 h.
Structural and chemical characterization
Chemical and structural analyses of the samples annealed at 800°C, 950°C, and 1050°C were achieved by APT using a laser-assisted wide-angle tomographic atom probe (LAWATAP-Cameca). APT is a three-dimensional (3D) high-resolution analytic microscopy that allows the spatial mapping of atoms in a sample. The APT process is based on the field evaporation of surface atoms from the tip-shaped sample with a curvature radius lower than 50 nm. Tips were prepared using a dual beam Zeiss NVision 40 FIB-SEM, by employing the lift-out and annular milling method [19] . APT experiments were conducted by applying UV femtosecond laser pulses (λ=343 nm) with a pulse energy of 20nJ, in an analysis chamber under a vacuum of 10 −10 mbar. The APT data were reconstructed and analyzed using the Groupe de Physique des Matériaux's data treatment code. Cross-section TEM samples were prepared by mechanical polishing and Ar ion milling procedures. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM), selected area electron diffraction (SAED), scanning TEM (STEM), high angle annular dark field (HAADF), and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) were performed on a field emission probe Cs aberration-corrected JEOL-ARM200F operating at 200 kV. EELS was performed on a GIF Quantum (Gatan) in a DUAL-EELS mode allowing us to simultaneously acquire the zero loss peak and the chosen signal. In this way any energy shift occurring during the acquisition could be corrected.
Photoluminescence (PL) measurements
PL experiments were carried out using a Jobin Yvon fluorolog spectrometer. The excitation source was a 450 W xenon arc lamp, and all spectra recorded at room temperature were corrected of the spectral response of the system.
Results and discussion

PL properties
The PL spectra in the UV to NIR spectral range registered for Pr-doped HfSiO x films as a function of annealing temperature are shown in figure 2 . A more detailed investigation of PL and PL excitation spectra has already been performed and can be found in [17] . PL signals of Pr 3+ ions were observed only after annealing at  T A 950°C as sharp PL peaks associated with characteristic intra-f 4 transitions of Pr 3+ ions (see the inset of figure 2). For  T A 950°C, the spectra show a strong luminescence intensity at 487 nm corresponding to the characteristic 3 P 0  3 H 4 transition of Pr 3+ ions. The highest Pr 3+ luminescence was detected for T A =1000°C. The increase in intensity with the annealing temperature rising from 800°C to 1000°C can be attributed to the decrease in the nonradiative recombination rates during the annealing process. At higher temperatures (T A > 1000°C), in addition to the intensity decrease, it is interesting to observe some slight modifications in the PL Figure 2 . PL spectra of the Pr-doped HfSiO x films annealed at different temperatures (T A =800°C to 1100°C). The excitation wavelength is 285 nm. Inset shows the PL spectrum in logarithmic scale for the films annealed at T A =1000°C.
spectra. In fact, the position of the principal peak of emission redshifts from 487 nm at T A =1000°C to 492 nm at T A =1100°C. Moreover, the peak associated with the 3 P 0  3 H 4 transition at 503 nm splits into three different peaks, and the two peaks issued from the 1 D 2  3 H 4 transition at 612 and 623 nm become one peak centered at 617 nm at 1050°C. All of these changes in PL spectra can be caused by the structural evolution of the matrix during the annealing process and principally by a significant evolution of the environment of Pr 3+ ions. In fact, the formation of Pr clusters as it was observed for other RE elements in a silica matrix [20, 21] , or the crystallization of the HfO 2 phase in the matrix involving the modification of the crystal field near Pr 3+ ions at high temperature, can affect the optical properties of the materials. To understand the origin of the modifications observed in the PL spectra, a thorough study of the microstructure is required.
APT results
The atom probe mass spectrum obtained for the Pr-doped HfSiO x sample annealed at 1050°C is shown in figure 3 . All the mass peaks are well identified in term of species and charged states except the peak at 16 amu ( 16 O). In fact, the real origin of this peak in metal-oxide matrices is still unclear; it could be identified as the evaporation of O + or O 2 2+ ions, or a mix of both. For instance, in SiO 2 matrices it was shown that O atoms were mainly evaporated in the form of
, whereas in Fe 2 O 3 metallic oxide these atoms were identified as O + [23] . As a consequence, the real origin of this 16 O peak seems to be strongly dependent on the nature of the metal-oxide matrix. Therefore, in the case of a bi-phased system, here composed of SiO 2 and HfO 2 , the 16 O peak origin can be different depending on the phase. One case of the HfSiO x matrix has already been studied by an atom probe [24] . It was shown that the use of the
2 form could give the compositions of the SiO 2 and HfO 2 phases that are expected in these kinds of systems. The precise nature of this peak will be discussed after HfO 2 phase identification by TEM. Concerning the other species, Si is detected as Si . This observation, also detected in STEM-EDS analysis (not shown here), can be explained by the presence of Zr traces in the HfO 2 target, and appeared in all analyzed samples. No Ga ions were detected, indicating that there was no Ga implantation during the FIB milling process of the tip preparation, which could damage the microstructure. The mean chemical composition of samples was computed from mass spectra by considering the two possibilities for the 16 O peak, and is reported in table 1.
As we can see, the chemical nature of this peak does not significantly impact the composition of the sample. This can be explained by the large number of O atoms that are evaporated in the form of molecular ions during the experiment (figure 3). Finally, considering previous studies made on HfSiO x by APT [24, 25] , further calculations will take into account this 16 O peak as
No difference in the overall concentration has been observed as a function of the annealing temperature.
As predicted by the pseudo-binary phase diagram, and as it has been previously evidenced, a phase separation between SiO 2 and HfO 2 phases can occur in the HfSiO x layer under annealing [25] [26] [27] [28] . To deeply investigate this effect, the nature of phases formed, as well as the location of Pr 3+ ions in the sample, we used APT to study the influence of annealing temperature on the structure.
The 3D isoconcentration surfaces representing the spatial distribution of Si (corresponding to Si 16 O are identified outside the Hf-rich phase. These results allow us to conclude that oxygen atoms were evaporated in different ways from these two different phases. This highlights a difference in the environment of O atoms between the two phases present in the system as well as a difference in the evaporation field, with a lower evaporation field required to evaporate the Hf-rich phase. Otherwise, this result confirms that the nature of the 16 O peak can be different according to the phase. Figure 4 (e) represents the isoconcentration maps performed on a slice in the previous 3D volume. It shows the distribution of Si, HfO, Pr, 16 O, and + O 2 in the Pr-doped HfSiO x layer annealed at 1050°C. All these elements are nonhomogeneously distributed in the at.%, and X Pr =2 at.%. (e) Isoconcentration slices extracted from the selected region, for each map the volume is 15×15×0.65 nm 3 , α and β represent Si-rich and Hf-rich phases, respectively.
analyzed volume, as displayed in figures 4(a)-(d). As shown in figure 4(a) , two regions can be clearly identified corresponding to Si-rich and Hf-rich phases, respectively named α and β in figure 4(e) . The presence of these two phases is governed by the HfSiO x decomposition upon annealing, which should be finalized by the formation of SiO 2 and HfO 2 as proved by several studies [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Besides, it has been evidenced that the decomposition of the HfSiO x layers occurs in the form of a spinodal decomposition [28, 30] , which is consistent with the 3D isoconcentration surfaces observed in figure 4(a) . Moreover, regarding the distribution of Pr elements in the volume (figure 4(e)), these atoms clearly appear to be located in Hf-rich phases. A similar behavior of RE dopant atoms has already been mentioned in the case of Er-doped SiO 2 -HfO 2 [7] , which explained that Er atoms can diffuse into HfO 2 nanocrystals after heat treatment, leading to an improvement of the luminescence signal. The same maps were investigated on Pr-doped HfSiO x layers annealed at 800°C and 950°C (not shown here), but these maps did not reveal a significant evolution of the phase decomposition or of a change in dopant location during the annealing process.
In order to confirm and quantify the nonhomogeneous distribution of atoms in the volume upon annealing, statistical tests of randomness described by Thuvander et al [31] were performed to observe the evolution of the atomic distribution upon sample annealing. Results of these tests for the distribution of Si, HfO, and Pr ions in the layers annealed at 800°C, 950°C, and 1050°C are presented in figures 5(a), (b), and (c), respectively. The goal of the statistical test of randomness is to compare the standard error (s) of the frequency distribution of an element (Si, HfO, and Pr) extracted from APT reconstruction to the standard deviation (σ) of the binomial distribution (case of randomness distribution). In the case of a homogeneous (random) distribution of elements in the material, both s and σ curves must be superimposed. All graphs represented in figure 5 show that s and σ curves are not superimposed, and confirm that these three elements, Si, HfO, and Pr, are nonhomogeneously distributed in the analyzed volume; however, their evolution according to annealing seems to be different. In fact, for Si and HfO distributions, we can notice an up-shift of the s-curve while the temperature increases from 800°C to 1050°C ( figures 5(a), (b) ). As a result, the distribution of ions is more homogeneous at the lower annealing temperature. This reveals an evolution of the matrix during the annealing treatment from 800°C to 1050°C, which should correspond to a progressive phase separation between SiO 2 and HfO 2 phases observed in HfSiO x . In the case of Pr atoms ( figure 5(c) ), we can first observe an up-shift for the s-curve when the annealing temperature rises from 800°C to 950°C, and then see a down-shift of the s-curve when the temperature increases from 950°C to 1050°C. The first step can be explained by considering the demixing of Si-rich and HfO-rich zones and the formation of a Pr-rich area (located in Hf-rich phases, as evidenced previously in figure 4 ). The second stage can be ascribed to a redistribution of Pr atoms located in the Hf-rich phases. This result reveals a modification of Pr 3+ ions' environment between the samples annealed at 950°C and 1050°C, which could induce a change in the optical activities of these ions as was observed in the PL spectra shown in figure 2(a) . Up to now, no Pr clusters have been evidenced in the matrix. Consequently, the change of Pr 3+ ion emission should be due to an evolution of the microstructure of the Hf-rich phase and the environment of Pr ions. In order to define the microstructure of these materials accurately, it can be helpful to focus on the composition of each phase. The composition profiles in the analyzed volumes were computed in the films annealed at 950°C and 1050°C, and are presented in figures 6(a), (b), (c), and (d) respectively. As mentioned above, the composition of Si and Hf vary along the length according to the phase separation of Si-rich and HfOrich phases. The concentration of Pr atoms reaches a maximum of 4 at.% in the Hf-rich phase, and is almost zero in the Si-rich phase. Moreover, the distance between the cores of each type of phase (wavelength of the decomposition) varies from 8 to 10 nm for both samples. The mean chemical composition of Si-rich and Hfrich zones was determined by placing small boxes of 2×2×2 nm 3 in the core of each zone in the entire volume. By counting the number of atoms of each species present in the boxes, a mean value of the composition of Si-rich and Hf-rich phases can be computed. The mean composition of Si-rich phase for the samples annealed at 950°C and 1050°C are, respectively, X Si =31.3±3.2 at.% and X O =68.7±3.2 at.%, and X Si =29.9±3.0 at.% and X O =70.1±3.0 at.%; this can be attributed unambiguously to the SiO 2 phase. Regarding the Hf-rich phase, we can observe in figures 6(a) and (c) 7 to 11 at.% of Si is counted in these zones. This suggests that the phase separation between SiO 2 and HfO 2 is still in progress. In fact, pseudo-binary phase diagrams of the SiO 2 -HfO 2 system [32, 33] highlights the existence of a third compound, HfSiO 4 . Then, depending on the mole fraction of SiO 2 and HfO 2 , the phase separation from HfSiO x to x.SiO 2 +(1−x).HfO 2 is realized, passing through an intermediate stage composed of SiO 2 and HfSiO 4 or HfO 2 and HfSiO 4 . However, at this temperature (T ∼ 1000°C), the separation between the two phases should be in an advanced state. In this case, the presence of Si atoms is unexpected in the Hf-phase and could be considered as an artifact of the APT analysis. Since a difference in evaporation field exists between silica and hafnia, the composition measurements of a such complex nanometric structure ( figure 4(a) ) can be altered because of the well-known effect of local magnification [34] that can occur in bi-phased systems. Otherwise, this effect was previously evidenced in similar material [24, 25] . The raw and corrected (from the local magnification effect) mean compositions of Hfrich phases was computed in the samples annealed at 950°C and 1050°C. Results are reported in table 2. There was no significant evolution of the composition of Hf-rich phases between these two samples. In each case, the nature of the Hf-rich phase could not directly be attributed to HfSiO 4 nor HfO 2 . Finally, none of these results allowed us to extract with accuracy the stoichiometry of the Hf-rich phase from APT analysis, but they confirmed the favored location of Pr atoms in this Hf-rich phase. 
SAED and HRTEM results
In order to elucidate the nature of the Hf-rich phase and to confirm the location of Pr 3+ ions, we performed TEM analysis on the HfSiO x -Pr samples annealed at 950°C and 1050°C. Figure 7 shows a cross sectional HRTEM image of the HfSiO x -Pr sample annealed at 1050°C. The micrograph shows a nanocrystalline structure in this film and the formation of two interfacial layers (ILs). The observed dark and bright regions can be explained by the phase separation between Si-rich and Hf-rich phases already evidenced in the APT experiments ( figure 4) . The Hf-rich phase is clearly crystallized. These observations are consistent with previous investigations on phase separation of the HfSiO x matrix, and were predicted by a phase diagram [24, 26, 32] . Based on the observed contrast, we can expect that the first IL (bright region, SiO x -IL), with a thickness of 4 nm, contains no or very little Hf, and deals with SiO x or SiO 2 . The second one seems more concentrated in Hf atoms (Hf-rich IL of about ∼3 nm). Similar IL formation has already been evidenced and identified by TEM and APT experiments on HfSiO x grown by magnetron sputtering [24] . The sample annealed at 950°C presents a similar micrograph (not shown here).
The nature of the crystalline phase present in samples annealed at 950°C and 1050°C was examined from SAED patterns (figures 8(a) and (b) ). For both annealed samples, the four main diffraction rings of the SAED pattern can be indexed with the cubic fluorite type structure of HfO 2 (space group m m F 3 ). The d hkl spacing extracted from these SAED are 2.89 Å, 2.51 Å, 1.76 Å, and 1.49 Å for the 950°C annealed sample, and 2.85 Å, 2.50 Å, 1.75 Å, and 1.48 Å for the 1050°C annealed sample. In both cases, the d hkl spacings can be assigned to the (111), (200), (220), and (311) lattice planes of the cubic HfO 2 phase (PDF 00-053-0550). No significant crystallographic phase transition is observed with the annealing treatment between 950°C and 1050°C. This result is also demonstrated by previous XRD experiments where HfO 2 phases were wrongly determined to be tetragonal [17] . It should be noted that an ambiguity can exist in indexing the HfO 2 XRD pattern where tetragonal and cubic phases can present a very similar pattern. As mentioned previously, RE-doped HfO 2 can present a cubic crystallographic phase. Based on the results described above, we can assume that this mechanism is similar in Pr-doped HfSiO x films where (i) spinodal decomposition leads to the formation of HfO 2 -rich and SiO 2 -rich nanocrystalline phases and (ii) Pr 3+ ions stabilize the cubic phase of the HfO 2 for an annealing temperature between 950°C and 1050°C. Previous XRD and SAED experiments on the 1100°C sample have shown that an increase in annealing temperature can induce a phase transformation to the monoclinic phase [17] .
SAED and HRTEM experiments allow us to conclude that the Hf-rich phase identified with APT deals with HfO 2 and that the Si atoms detected inside the Hf-rich phase (figure 6) are only due to the local magnification artifact occurring during APT experiments. It should be noted that the observed phases after decomposition (SiO 2 and HfO 2 ) do not deal with those predicted by the HfO 2 -SiO 2 phase diagram (HfO 2 +HfSiO 4 or SiO 2 +HfSiO 4 ) or with the thermodynamic computation of a ternary Hf-Si-O diagram [32] . Moreover, no sign of the formation of Pr silicates (mainly Pr 2 Si 2 O 7 ) has been observed.
HAADF-STEM and EELS study
The phase separation in Hf-rich and Si-rich interconnected structures occurring with annealing was confirmed by a combined HAADF-STEM and EELS experiments. The HAADF image, sensitive to the Z-contrast, of the 950°C annealed sample is presented in figure 9(a) . The micrograph exhibits high-Z (bright) and low-Z (dark) regions, which can be attributed to HfO 2 -rich (bright) and SiO 2 -rich (dark) phases. This result was confirmed by an EELS line scan profile performed over bright and dark areas from point A to point B ( figure 9(a) ). Figures 9(b) and (d) present the EELS line scan and extracted EELS spectra in the SiO 2 -rich and HfO 2 -rich phases in the O-K edge region. Both contrasted zones contain oxygen with a characteristic signal of an O-K edge around 540 eV. Moreover, we note a low energy loss shift of the O-K edge in the bright region (for depths between 2-5 nm, 9-13 nm, and 17-22 nm ( figure 9(d) ), which confirms the chemical difference between dark and bright regions. Such a shift has already been evidenced between SiO 2 and HfO 2 phases [24, 35] . The Pr-M 4,5 EELS spectrum is depicted in figure 9(c) , and a typical EELS spectrum (extracted from HfO 2 -rich regions in figure 9(c) ) is presented in figure 9 (e). The Pr EELS signal, characterized by the typical two M 5 and M 4 white lines, is only present in the bright region (i.e. the HfO 2 -rich region). Moreover, the M 5 and M 4 peaks are located at 932eV and 951 eV, which is in agreement with the EELS signal of Pr ions [36] . The intensity ratio between M 5 and M 4 lines, which is directly related to the number of electrons in the f shell, is measured to beĨ
. This ratio is a direct signature of the presence of Pr 3+ ions as well as the damping of shoulders at the lower energy side of the M 4 peak. In the case of Pr in the 4+ valence state, the intensity ratio should be close to unity and damping of the shoulder should occur at the higher energy side of the M 5 peak [36] [37] [38] . This result allows us to conclude unambiguously that Pr ions are preferentially located in the HfO 2 -rich region, as already evidenced in the APT results and in the form of Pr 3+ . 
Discussion
Numerous studies on undoped HfSiO x systems have shown that the structural evolution of HfSiO x thin layers under annealing is strongly dependent on the initial composition of the layer, but all of them agree that the phase decomposition occurring in these HfSiO x layers should end on a bi-phased system composed of an amorphous SiO 2 phase and crystalline HfO 2 phase [24, [26] [27] [28] [29] . Moreover, it has been shown by APT experiments that Si nanocrystals can grow in Si-rich HfSiO x thin films [24, 25] . Here, the Pr 3+ doping of the HfSiO x thin layers does not seem to affect the phase separation mechanism compared to the undoped HfSiO x system. APT analyses and TEM experiments have shown the phase separation, which began at 800°C (figure 5), between Si-rich and Hfrich phases; these results are attributed to SiO 2 -rich and HfO 2 -rich phases, respectively. Contrary to the RE 3+ doping of SiO x matrices for which a precipitation of RE ions in the form of clusters was evidenced in the case of Er 3+ and Ce 3+ doping by the formation of RE silicates [20, 39] , the presence of Pr 3+ ions in the matrix does not lead to the formation of Pr oxides or Pr silicates during the annealing process at high temperature. We observed that Pr 3+ ions tend to diffuse into the HfO 2 -rich phase from the beginning of the phase decomposition, and are already present in the HfO 2 -rich phase at 800°C. At higher annealing temperatures (950°C and 1050°C), there is no significant evolution in the structure of the matrix in 3D mapping, and Pr 3+ ions remain located in the HfO 2 -rich phase (figures 4 and 9). However, statistical testing (figure 5) revealed a more homogeneous distribution of Pr 3+ in the host matrix after a 1050°C annealing treatment than after 950°C annealing. This redistribution of Pr 3+ in the HfO 2 -rich phase can be explained by a local modification of the Pr 3+ environment provided by the crystallization of the HfO 2 -rich phase at high temperature. The presence of a crystalline form of HfO 2 in HfSiO x -Pr thin layers has been evidenced via SAED patterns and TEM experiments (figures 7 and 8), and has been attributed to the cubic fluorite type structure of HfO 2 of space group m m F 3 . This crystalline phase appeared only for annealing temperatures higher than 950°C. The thin film of HfO 2 usually crystallizes in the monoclinic form, which is the most stable structure of the HfO 2 crystallized state at low temperatures (around 500°C) [40, 41] . Several studies on RE-doped HfO 2 have made similar observations by highlighting the stabilization of the cubic HfO 2 phase [10, 11, 15, 42, 43] ; this was observed here with SAED patterns (figure 8). The incorporation of RE dopants that have an ionic radius larger than that of Hf 4+ cations tends to stabilize the cubic form of HfO 2 . According to the literature, the sevenfold coordination of Hf 4+ cations is favored in the monoclinic structure [41] . However, the incorporation of RE 3+ ions in the crystal lattice changes the coordination number of Hf 4+ cations from sevenfold to eightfold, and leads to the stabilization of the cubic HfO 2 form. Moreover, the Hf 4+ cations can be substituted by RE 3+ ions in the lattice; this substitution is followed by the formation of oxygen vacancies in order to maintain the electroneutrality of the crystal lattice and help stabilize the cubic crystalline phase [15] . The presence of these oxygen vacancies in the host matrix can introduce some defect states in the bandgap of HfO 2 [44, 45] , which leads to the formation of recombination centers required for the excitation of electron-hole pairs. Pr 3+ ions do not present an absorption band around 285 nm, and consequently, the direct excitation of Pr 3+ ions is not allowed with the 285 nm wavelength used to establish PL spectra ( figure 2) . This confirms the presence of an efficient energy transfer between Pr 3+ ions and the host matrix. Considering that Pr 3+ ions are mainly located in the cubic HfO 2 phase, as proved by APT experiments (figure 4(e)) and confirmed by the EELS spectrum ( figure 9(c) ), and due to the overlapping of created defect states and absorption levels of Pr 3+ ions, excitons can transfer their energy to Pr 3+ ions and improve the PL emission. In this way, the enhancement of PL intensity observed from T A =950°C to T A =1000°C, can be explained by the growth and stabilization of the cubic HfO 2 phase providing more oxygen vacancies in that HfO 2 crystalline phase. At a higher temperature some new diffraction peaks appear on XRD spectra [17] , revealing the development of a monoclinic HfO 2 phase. The cubic to monoclinic transformation could occur in an optically inactive configuration of Pr 3+ ions, thus leading to the quenching of PL emission.
Conclusion
The structure of HfSiO x -Pr thin layers elaborated by magnetron sputtering was investigated by APT and TEM experiments. The phase separation between SiO 2 and HfO 2 has been highlighted for  T A 800°C. The introduction of Pr 3+ in HfSiO x does not lead to the formation of Pr clusters in the host matrix even at high temperature. However, Pr 3+ ions tend to diffuse in the HfO 2 phase from the beginning of the phase separation. At high temperature, during the crystallization of the HfO 2 phase, the substitution of Hf 4+ by Pr 3+ leads to stabilization of the cubic crystalline form of HfO 2 and allows the formation of oxygen vacancies to ensure the electroneutrality of the crystal lattice. These oxygen vacancies, seen as defect states in the bandgap of HfO 2 , are efficient sensitizers for the excitation of Pr 3+ ions, and permit the energy transfer between Pr 3+ ions and the cubic HfO 2 phase.
